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In the convergence of the Cyber-Physical World, user devices will act as proxies of the humans in the cyber
world. They will be required to act in a vast information landscape, asserting the relevance of data spread
in the cyber world, in order to let their human users become aware of the content they really need. This
is a remarkably similar situation to what the human brain has to do all the time when deciding what in-
formation coming from the surrounding environment is interesting and what can simply be ignored. The
brain performs this task using so called cognitive heuristics, i.e. simple, rapid, yet very effective schemes.
In this article, we propose a new approach that exploits one of these heuristics, the recognition heuristic, for
developing a self-adaptive system that deals with effective data dissemination in opportunistic networks.
We show how to implement it and provide an extensive analysis via simulation. Specifically, results show
that the proposed solution is as effective as state-of-the-art solutions for data dissemination in opportunistic
networks, while requiring far less resources. Finally, our sensitiveness analysis shows how various parame-
ters depend on the context where nodes are situated, and suggest corresponding optimal configurations for
the algorithm.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The pervasive and ubiquitous presence in the physical world of devices that are able
to interact among themselves and with their own users, is leading to what is called
the Cyber-Physical World (CPW) convergence scenario, which is one of the key trends
in future Internet research [Conti et al. 2011a, 2012; Paul et al. 2011]. One of the
main characteristics of the CPW convergence scenario will be the presence of a huge
number of mobile devices handled by their users, which allow a flow of information
from the physical to the cyber world and vice-versa. Mobile devices will then be part
of a vast dynamic information environment, where data will come from many, dis-
parate sources. In this scenario, more traditional CDNs or P2P networks [Passarella
2012] will be coupled with the data coming from, and spread by, the mobile devices
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themselves. In fact, increasingly active user participation in the process of data cre-
ation and diffusion will create a huge quantity of pervasive information. Moreover, a
considerable portion of this data will also be very contextualized, i.e. relevant only at
specific times and/or geographic areas, and of interest only for specific groups of users.
In such a context, it is reasonable to think of data exchange schemes, where data is
exchanged directly between users upon physical contact, rather than relying exclu-
sively on fixed infrastructures, both for communication and data sharing. Opportunis-
tic networking [Conti et al. 2011b; Pelusi et al. 2006] is one of the key paradigms for
supporting direct communication between devices in such scenarios. In opportunistic
networks physical encounter events between nodes are opportunistically exploited to
exchange data. No paths are precomputed from source to destination, but nodes eval-
uate how suitable is another encountered node to bring data to interested users. Thus,
opportunistic networks do not suffer from the typical problems that plague mobile ad
hoc networking (MANET) solutions related to the instability of mobile topologies.
Since devices moving in the CPW convergence scenario will act on behalf of their
users inside the cyber world, they can be regarded as the avatars of their respective
users, allowing their holders to explore congested cyber information landscape. They
will have to face the challenging task of rapidly reacting to the discovery of new data
and assert the relevance of such content in order to select the most interesting informa-
tion for both their own users and the overall dissemination of data to other interested
users. This selection should be performed swiftly, since the contextualized nature of
information could make it aged or not available anymore before a complex evaluation
process has ended. Furthermore, collecting complete information in order to make op-
timal choices about which data items to store is typically unfeasible in practice due
to excessive overhead and the time to obtain it. Finally, nodes—in general—will con-
tribute limited resources to the dissemination process (e.g. in terms of computing and
storage capabilities). Thus the data selection process must be very lightweight and able
to perform a sharp distinction between data items, since only a very limited portion of
them could be stored.
One approach to address the aforementioned problems is to embed autonomic
decision-making capabilities into mobile devices [Boldrini et al. 2010; Carreras et al.
2008; Gao and Cao 2011; Ioannidis et al. 2009; Jaho et al. 2010, 2012; Krifa et al.
2011; Lenders et al. 2008; Pantazopoulos et al. 2010; Tang et al. 2011]. In this article,
we explore a new (to the best of our knowledge) direction in the autonomic networking
field, i.e., we exploit results coming from cognitive psychology, by using models of how
the human brain assesses the relevance of information under partial knowledge. In
fact, human brains are able to swiftly contextualize the stimuli they are subject to,
identify the relevant features and knowledge to be considered, assert the relevance of
perceived information, and finally select the most useful data, even when only partial
information is available. Therefore, as depiceted in Figure 1, we propose to overcome
the problem of traditional ICT information selection processes (left side of the figure)
by directly embedding in an ICT system (right side), the rules and procedures for con-
tent selection applied by the final user of the ICT system: the human brain.
In order to achieve this goal, we exploit functional descriptions of a set of the most
relevant processes used by the brain in the decision-making process, i.e. cognitive
heuristics (e.g. [Goldstein and Gigerenzer 1996]). In computer science, heuristics are
computational methods that attempt to optimize a problem by producing stochasti-
cally good results. They are obtained by pruning the search space through an itera-
tive improvement of a candidate solution with regard to a given measure of quality.
On the other hand, cognitive heuristics are fast, frugal and adaptive strategies of the
brain that allow humans to face complex situations by addressing simpler problems.
Cognitive heuristics are effective, simple rules, requiring little estimation time and
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Fig. 1. A traditional (a) and a self-aware (b) node in a content-centric Internet.
working under incomplete knowledge of the problem space. Hence, despite their sim-
plicity, they are indispensable psychological tools, that are very effective in solving
decision-making problems like information selection and acquisition.
In this article, we want to design a data dissemination system in an opportunis-
tic networking scenario by harnessing one of the simplest and most studied of these
heuristics: the recognition heuristic [Gigerenzer and Goldstein 2002; Goldstein and
Gigerenzer 1996]. This heuristic assumes that merely recognizing an object is suffi-
cient to determine its relevance (see Section 3 for a precise definition). We propose an
exploitation of the recognition heuristic to let each node rapidly decide the utility of
taking one data item instead of another upon making direct (one-hop) contact with
other nodes. First of all, we define the requisites needed to implement the recognition
heuristic in an opportunistic environment, by defining the main variables involved in
this process. Then, we propose an algorithm, inspired by the Take-the-Best cognitive
scheme, which uses the model of Goldstein and Gigerenzer [1996] and exploits the
recognition heuristic in order to simplify and limit the complexity of the data selection
task. This is done by the recursive creation of small subsets of all the discovered data
(consideration sets, see Section 3) from which the relevant data is sorted out. Finally,
we evaluate by simulation, the data diffusion process when nodes exploit the proposed
solution. Our results show that a solution based on cognitive heuristics is as effective
as state-of-the-art solutions for data dissemination in opportunistic networks in deliv-
ering to all users the data items they are interested in. However, the proposed solution
achieves this result with much lower resource consumption in terms of network traf-
fic. Moreover, our sensitiveness analysis shows how various parameters depend on the
context where nodes are situated, and suggests corresponding optimal configurations
for the algorithm.
The rest of this article is organized as follows. In Section 2 we briefly survey the
state of the art on data dissemination in opportunistic networks. In Section 3 we give
a more precise description of the recognition heuristic. In Section 4 we introduce how
the recognition heuristic can be implemented by mobile devices, while in Section 5 we
define an algorithm that exploits it for the purpose of data dissemination in an oppor-
tunistic network. Section 6 presents the experimental results obtained via simulation.
Finally, Section 7 concludes the article.
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2. RELATED WORK
Several solutions have been proposed for data dissemination in opportunistic net-
works. Hereafter we briefly mention the key approaches. A more detailed review is
available in Boldrini and Passarella [2013].
The first work that investigated the problem of content dissemination in an oppor-
tunistic network scenario was developed in the PodNet Project [Lenders et al. 2008].
In PodNet, items are arranged in channels, based on their content. Each node is sub-
scribed to a channel and thus tries to retrieve all of its related items. The authors
propose four different strategies to decide which data items to store (in addition to
those of specific interest for the local users), all based on the items’ channel populari-
ties. All the proposed strategies outperform a scenario where nodes keep only the items
of the channel they are subscribed to. PodNet does not exploit any social information
about nodes. On the other hand, more advanced approaches for data dissemination in
opportunistic networks exploit information about users’ social relationships to drive
the data dissemination process.
In ContentPlace [Boldrini et al. 2010], dissemination is driven by the social struc-
ture of the network users, such that nodes store data items that are likely of interest
to users they have social relationships with (and who, therefore, are expected to be in
touch in the near future). To this end, ContentPlace proposes a set of social-aware dis-
semination strategies. Each strategy tries to give an approximate optimal solution to a
multicostrained knapsack problem, where the goal is to maximize the social utility of
fetching an item, and at the same, taking into account the limited resources of a device,
by computing the resource consumption of this action. Utility is directly proportional
to the number of community users interested in it (access probability) and inversely
proportial to the number of community nodes already sharing it (availability). Both of
these parameters are estimated as a result of meetings with other nodes. The different
strategies proposed give different weights to the utility of each community, thus imple-
menting different dissemination policies. The best results are obtained by strategies
that disseminate items on the basis of the probability of future encounters. Another
example of social-based approaches is presented in Yoneki et al. [2007].
Rather than exploiting local optimization policies, as in ContentPlace, in Reich and
Chaintreau [2009], the authors define the content dissemination issue as a global opti-
mization problem. They view all the nodes’ shared memories as a unique, global cache.
The problem of which item to fetch upon contact is defined as a global optimization
problem. The global utility function defines the best possible allocation of items to all
the nodes. This is done by considering the items’ utilities for each single node, weighted
with the actual expected rate of requests for every item. Clearly, the global parame-
ters needed to compute these values cannot be known by each single node. Thus, in
practice, each node adopts a simple local approximation policy.
The Push-and-Track system [Whitbeck et al. 2011] proposes a trade-off between an
infrastracture-based dissemination approach and pure opportunistic-based solutions.
They assume that nodes participating in an opportunistic network are also typically in
contact with fixed wireless broadband infrastractures. The authors consider a scenario
where content must be delivered to interested users within a given temporal deadline.
The central infrastracture sends the content to a small subset of users, which, in turn,
start disseminating it with pure opportunistic strategies. Using an ideal dissemination
plan, the infrastructure periodically checks whether the content is to be re-injected to
another subset of nodes or, when the deadline is approaching, sent to all the remaining
users who do not have yet received it.
All these systems use computer-science heuristics. With respect to these ap-
proaches, in this article we take a completely new direction, by borrowing models of
human cognitive processes coming from the cognitive psychology domain. Due to the
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characteristics of these cognitive processes, one of the results we expect to achieve is
to build a content dissemination mechanism as efficient as other state-of-the-art solu-
tions (able to deliver data to all the requesting nodes) while at the same time, limiting
the resources needed to reach this result. As this approach is still totally unexplored,
in this article we limit the set of contextual information that we use to the very min-
imum, and for example, we do not exploit information about users’ social structures.
This allows us to obtain initial exploratory results about the feasibility of this novel
approach.
The work presented in the following sections is an extension of what we presented
in Conti et al. [2011b]. The main extensions that we add in this article are a more
detailed description of the cognitive concepts behind this work, a more complete il-
lustration of the developed algorithms, and an extensive set of simulation results, in-
cluding a comparison with another state-of-the-art solutions and tests under various,
different scenarios. This article is also complementary to Conti et al. [2013], where we
study how cognitive models of information representation in the human brain can be
exploited to track dissemination of semantic information in opportunistic networks.
3. THE RECOGNITION HEURISTIC
Since the focus of this article is on the recognition heuristic, in this section we give
an overview of the cognitive science background for this heuristic. A more general
description of the concept of cognitive heuristic and some examples of these cognitive
processes are given in Appendix A.
The interest of the scientific community in the recognition heuristic [Gigerenzer and
Goldstein 2002; Goldstein and Gigerenzer 1999] can be evidenced by the three special
issues on this topic (from 2010 to 2011) in the official journal of the Society for Judg-
ment and Decision Making, the Journal of Decision Making [Marewski et al. 2010,
2011a, 2011b]. The recognition heuristic is based on a very simple rule. When choos-
ing between two objects, and one is recognized (the actor is able to recall from memory
that she has already heard about that object) and the other is not, the recognition
heuristic infers that the recognized object has a higher value with respect to a given
evaluation criterion. It can also be used with sets of more than two objects, in order to
draw out the subset of the most significant objects [Marewski et al. 2010c]. People tend
to rely on this heuristic when the real criterion value is not available, not known or
requires further, more complex (and longer and expensive) reasoning to be computed.
If the criterion is available, other kinds of processes can be applied. The recognition
heuristic is said to be ecologically rational, i.e. effective, when the recognition of objects
is highly correlated with the final evaluation criterion (to be inferred). The heuristic
adaptively derives this correlation from the surrounding environment.
In order to better explain how the recognition heuristic works, and which are the
main elements that are taken into account, Gigerenzer and Goldstein [2002] use, as an
example, the estimation of university endowments. In the following example we refer
to Figure 2, which depicts the general elements involved in the recognition heuristic,
and the relationships between them. In this example, a person is asked to determine
which university has the biggest endowment, choosing between two university names.
Hence, the evaluation criterion to be used is the value of the endowment, which is
generally not publicly available. It is argued that newspapers could act as mediators,
since they periodically publish news related to the most important universities. Thus,
the number of times a university appears in the newspapers could be a strong in-
dicator that it has larger endowments than universities that do not ever, or rarely,
appear in the media. More generally, the heuristic always exploits the presence in the
environment of some mediators that carry information used by the heuristic itself to
approximate the value of objects with respect to the criterion. Mediators spread this
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Fig. 2. Ecological rationality of the recognition heuristic.
information in the environment, thus determining which objects are recognized. In
other words, the more often information about an object is encountered in the environ-
ment (carried by the mediators), the more probable the object will be recognized. The
correlation between mediators and the evaluation criterion is called ecological correla-
tion. In the example, newspapers play the role of mediators and the mediator variable
related to the criterion is the number of citations. In fact, newspapers influence the
recognition of university names, since the more they cite an institution, the more likely
that institution name will be remembered, and thus recognized. When a person has to
choose which university has the biggest endowments between two institution names,
she uses the recognition heuristic and chooses a recognized name against an unknown
one. Since the brain evaluates options exploiting the citations in newspapers instead
of the real, unknown criterion, the relation between the recognition and the mediators
is called surrogate correlation. From this example it is straightforward to see that the
effectiveness of the recognition heuristic, i.e. the recognition validity, is continuously
reinforced by the stimuli received from the environment.
Critiques have been addressed to this model of the recognition heuristic. In particu-
lar, critics point out that other cognitive processes, in addition to recognition, have to
be involved in the results reported by the experiments used to validate the recognition
heuristic (e.g. Oppenheimer [2003], Bro¨der and Eichler [2006], Pachur et al. [2008],
Hilbig and Pohl [2009], and Glo¨ckner and Bro¨der [2011]). Anyway, none of these crit-
ical works give a formal model that allows one to examine whether or not (and in
which cases) the recognition heuristic is compensated by other information. Only one
paper [Marewski and Mehlhorn 2011] reports tests of the corresponding model of the
various cognitive processes associated with recognition-based inference.
While in the previous description the recognition heuristic is used for choosing
among pairs of options, it is now starting to be considered as one of the cognitive strate-
gies for the creation of so-called consideration sets when dealing with multi-alternative
choices [Marewski et al. 2010c]. The general notion of consideration sets comes from
the marketing literature [Alba and Chattopadhyay 1985; Hauser and Wernerfelt 1990;
Laroche et al. 2003; Shocker et al. 1991]. Within this field, a consideration set can be
defined as the subset of brands that consumers evaluate when making a purchase de-
cision. Since products of many brands can be on display, each having similar features
and potentially subject to various price promotions, the brain has to rely on strategies
that try to minimize the cost of information search and limit the attention only to a
small subset of the available brands. This limited subset of all the available products
is termed the consideration set. The final purchase decision will be sorted out from
this set. More broadly, a consideration set can be regarded as a smaller subset of all
the available information, where only the most relavant data is kept, which contains
what will be the final result of the evaluation process.
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If needed, items in a consideration set can be further ranked using strategies, like
other heuristics. The recognition heuristic permits a sensible reduction of the number
of alternatives, and exploits consideration sets to make the decision-making process
easier.
The recognition heuristic can be exploited as a support in decision-making processes.
As such, it has been successfully used in various fields [Marewski et al. 2010b], like
financial decision-making processes [Monti et al. 2009], investment choices [Ortmann
et al. 2008], or even sports events results [Serwe and Frings 2006], or political election
outcomes [Gaissmaier and Marewski 2011].
4. THE RECOGNITION HEURISTIC FOR DATA DISSEMINATION IN OPPORTUNISTIC
NETWORKS
4.1. High-Level Concepts
In this section, we describe and define how the recognition heuristic can be ex-
ploited for solving the data dissemination problem for mobile nodes in an opportunistic
network.
More precisely, the scenario we consider is made up of a number of mobile and
autonomous nodes that generate data items that other peers1 can be interested in.
The system is completely decentralized and the device owners are interested in data
channels, i.e. high-level topics to which the data items belong. Items generated by each
node may pertain to one or more channels. The goal is to bring all the data items of
a given channel to all the nodes that are interested in it. To this end, nodes collab-
oratively contribute to the diffusion of information. In fact, each peer contributes a
limited amount of storage space to help the dissemination process, since contacts be-
tween users are the only way to disseminate data items.
A node internal storage space is organized as depicted in Figure 3. With respect to
this figure, we have the following.
Data caches
— LI is the cache containg the Local Items, i.e. the items generated by the node itself.
— SC is the Subscribed Channel cache, i.e. the cache containing the items belonging to
the channels the node is subscribed to and obtained by encounters with other peers.
— OC is the Opportunistic Cache, i.e. the cache containing the objects obtained by
exchanges with other nodes and belonging to channels the node is not subscribed
to. They are the items the node believes to be the most useful for a collaborative
information dissemination process. They are selected using the values contained in
the Recognition caches.
Recognition caches
— CC is the Channel Cache. Whenever the node meets another peer subscribed to a
given channel, the channel ID is put in this cache, along with a counter. It exploits
a recognition threshold Rc. As explained in Section 4.2, items of channels whose
counter is above Rc are considered for fetching in the OC.
— IC is the Item Cache. Similarly to the previous cache, when a new data item is seen
in exchanges with other nodes, its ID is put in this cache, along with a counter.
It exploits a recognition threshold R. Differently from the channel threshold, items
whose counter is above R are not considered for fetching in the OC.
1Hereafter the terms nodes and peers are used interchangeably.
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Fig. 3. Organization of a node’s internal memories.
In the following, we show how these caches are used to obtain a cognitive heuristic-
based information dissemination scheme. When two nodes come in contact, the mes-
sage and items exchange process proceed in three separate steps: they first exchange
a summary of the data they have; they then fetch from each other the items they are
interested in; finally, they fetch the items evaluated as useful for the overall dissem-
ination process. Thus the nodes start the interaction by first sending each other a
message containing the IDs of data items they hold in their data caches. Second, each
node fetches from the other, the items of the channels it is subscribed to, which are not
yet in its SC cache, and adds them to it. These items are received in a single chunk.
Then ideally, the node should evaluate which of the remaining data items of the en-
countered peer should be fectched on the basis of their utility in the global information
diffusion process. Specifically, among the set of data items currently in its OC cache
and the data items available on the encountered nodes (other than those belonging to
the channels it is interested in), the node should select the set of data items to store
in its OC cache, such that the total utility of its OC cache is maximised with respect
to the overall data dissemination process. Clearly, this is a hard (or impossible) target
criterion to evaluate for a single node. The application of a fast, frugal and effective
strategy like the recognition heuristic can significantly reduce the complexity of this
evaluation process. Since we wish to select the subset of the most relevant items to
store, among a bigger set of data items possibly available during an encounter, we
want to exploit the recognition heuristic to select a data consideration set. To this end,
in this section we describe how to implement the recognition heuristic in this environ-
ment using the CC and IC caches (see Algorithm 1). In the next section, we present an
algorithm that, exploiting the recognition heuristic, effectively filters the information,
with the aim of maximizing the utility of data exchanged among nodes. Nodes use it
to decide which data items to store in their OC caches.
In order to exploit the recognition heuristic, the first step we have to take is defin-
ing the elements upon which recognition will be made in an ecologically rational way.
Specifically, as explained in Figure 2 and in the description of the recognition heuris-
tic given in the previous section, we have to identify the elements that define the
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Algorithm 1 Recognition algorithm
1: Let i be an observed channel/item;
2: Let H be a hashed index of removed channels/items
3: Let Rθ be the recognition threshold
4: if not H.contains(i) then
5: if Cache.contains( i ) then
6: if i is not recognized then
7: Increment i counter
8: if i.counter = Rθ then
9: Mark i as recognized
10: end if
11: end if
12: reset i.TTL
13: else
14: if Cache is full then
15: Select the item o with the oldest TTL
16: if o.counter ≥ Rθ then
17: Move o to H
18: end if
19: Drop o
20: end if
21: Put i in the Cache
22: i.counter = 1
23: Set i.TTL
24: end if
25: end if
ecological rationality of this heuristic in order to use it in our scenario. Precisely, we
have to identify:
— the features (like the names of cities or universities in the examples of Goldstein
and Gigerenzer) that are highly correlated with the selection criterion and that are
thus spread by the mediators;
— the environmental mediators;
— the way in which nodes implement the heuristic based on the information collected
from mediators.
As for the first point, it is of particular importance to decide which are the elements
that contribute to determine the utility of a data item (which is the criterion the recog-
nition heuristic must approximate). We consider that an item utlity is driven by two
simple factors: the popularity of its channel, and its availability. These factors have
always been considered as fundamental in the data management literature, starting
from the area of Web caching [Balamash and Krunz 2004] and are considered also in
the opportunistic network literature (e.g. Boldrini et al. [2010]). Specifically, the utility
of a data item is positively correlated with the popularity of its channel (how many
users are interested in that item), and negatively correlated with its availability (how
many times that item has already been replicated).
As for the second point, we have to determine which are the actors that are present in
the environment and that can carry useful information, with respect to the previously-
mentioned features. We use nodes themselves as mediators. The variables they spread
are respectively, the channels they are interested in, and the set of items they are
currently storing in their shared storage space. The communication of such infor-
mation by any other peer, is used by a node as stimuli from the environment it is
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interacting with. Upon such stimuli, it is then possible to build a recognition process, as
explained next.
As for the third point, since we have now defined which are the relevant features
and who is spreading them, we need to determine the process with which the recog-
nition heuristic can be implemented. The bottom line idea is to use two recognition
heuristics to separately recognize channels and data items. Intuitively, a node recog-
nizes a channel as soon it becomes popular enough. It means that a node considers a
channel as popular as soon as it encounters enough other nodes that are interested
in that channel. Furthermore, a node recognizes that a data item is spread enough
as soon as that item is encountered at least a given number of times on other nodes.
In parallel with the cognitive recognition heuristic, being popular enough or spread
enough means that a node was subject to a sufficient number of stimuli from the en-
vironment about a channel or an item. In other words, subscriptions to a channel or
the presence of an item in another node’s cache were communicated enough times that
the corresponding channel or item becomes recognized. Thus, a channel or an item
are marked as recognized once the stimuli associated to them have been reiterated a
number of times greater than a given recognition threshold. This behaviour is based
on the cognitive science research on how recognition memory works in the brain. Al-
though the question is still open and debated in the cognitive science community, re-
sults reported in the cognitive psychology literature show that recognition memory
works on a threshold-based principle. Some researchers [Schooler and Hertwig 2005]
describe this behaviour as founded on a single recognition threshold (items are rec-
ognized only when they are seen more than a given number of times), while a more
recent work [Erdfelder et al. 2011] argues that the recognition memory response could
be based on two thresholds, one over which information is surely recognized and one
under which items are certainly not recognized, with a more fuzzy behaviour in be-
tween the two thresholds. In order to limit the number of parameters involved in this
first attempt to translate the recognition heuristic in an ICT scenario, we adhere to
a single-threshold model of recognition memory, leaving space for further extensions
and studies on different models, based on very recent cognitive science results on this
matter.
4.2. Detailed Algorithm
Hereafter we describe how the points we have presented can be practically imple-
mented in order to exploit the recognition heuristic strategy in an opportunistic net-
work scenario. The complete recognition algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1, to which
we refer in the following description. As shown in Figure 3, each node of the network
maintains a separate recognition cache for channels and data items, i.e. the CC and IC
caches. Entries of each of those caches correspond to channels of interest for, or data
items carried by encountered nodes, respectively. Each entry contains a counter and a
TTL associated with the channel or data item. Since it has been proven that forgetting
could help the recognition heuristic [Schooler and Hertwig 2005], we consider that each
element can remain in memory for a limited time only. After that time has elapsed, the
element is forgotten, i.e. it is dropped from memory. Every new stimulus about an el-
ement (channel or data item) reinforces its presence in the caches. Thus, whenever a
node interested in a channel (or storing a data item) is encountered, the associated
counter is incremented and the TTL reset, prolonging its permance in memory (line
11 of the algorithm). When the counter reaches a certain threshold (Rc for channels,
R for items, as in Figure 3), the corresponding channel or data item is deemed as rec-
ognized (lines 4–10). Since the space in the caches is limited, when a cache becomes
full and new elements are encountered, a replacement might occur (line 13). In this
case, the entry with the oldest TTL is selected for replacement. Since we believe that
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recognized elements are of extreme relevance, if the selected element corresponds to a
recognized channel (or data item), this entry is stored and preserved in a Bloom filter.
Otherwise, it is dropped (lines 14–18). The same mechanism is also applied to chan-
nels and data items whose TTL expires. A Bloom filter keeps track of old recognized
elements while only exploiting very limited memory. Specifically, when a channel/item
is encountered, and its ID is no longer in the CC/IC cache, but it is in the Bloom filter,
then it is considered as being marked recognised. The difference between recognised
channels/items that stay in the recognition caches and in the Bloom filters, is that the
former have been seen recently enough, while the latter have not been seen for a while.
From a complementary standpoint, Bloom filters allow nodes to distinguish, among en-
tries that are not in the cache, those that correspond to recognized items (stored in the
Bloom filter), and unrecognized items.
5. A MODIFIED TAKE-THE-BEST ALGORITHM FOR OPPORTUNISTIC NETWORKS
Having described how to implement the recognition heuristic, we now present an al-
gorithm that exploits it in the data dissemination process. Also in this case, we take
inspiration from the cognitive psychology literature. The Take-the-Best algorithm, de-
fined in Goldstein and Gigerenzer [1996], mimics a fast and frugal way of reasoning
for choosing between two alternatives. Specifically, the goal of the Take-the-Best algo-
rithm is comparing two objects and inferring which one has the higher value. To this
end, objects are tested against an ordered set of cues, stopping at the first (best) cue
that discriminates between them. Cues are tested in order of validity. A cue validity is
defined with respect to the evaluation criterion. The first cues to be looked at are the
ones that give more discriminatory power with respect to the final evaluation criterion.
When none of the cues can discriminate, the algorithm chooses by some additional dis-
criminating criterion, which usually requires much more complex information to be
evaluated with respect to the cues.
As typical for this kind of cognitive processes, the advantage of Take-the-Best is that
it only needs little information in order to provide a decision. Nonetheless, it is able to
be very effective, since, like the recognition heuristic, it does not overfit existing data.
Czerlinski et al. [1999] proved that Take-the-Best is able to outperform a multiple
regression model in predicting new events in 20 real-world problems, using an average
of only 2.4 cues, in contrast with 7.7 cues for the regression model. Moreover, Goldstein
and Gigerenzer [1996] give an algorithmic description of Take-the-Best, making it an
ideal candidate for defining an information selection strategy in our ICT context.
Hereafter, we adopt Take-the-Best for our scenario of opportunistic data dissemina-
tion. In this scenario, each peer is not dealing with a selection between two alternatives
only. Rather, it is presented a set of resources (data items), partly stored in the local
OC and partly available on an encountered node, that has to be stored in a limited
memory space. As detailed in the previous section, the goal is to maximize the utility
of stored items, with respect to the information diffusion process. Thus, we want to
exploit the Take-the-Best algorithm in order to recursively create, by means of differ-
ent cues, increasingly refined consideration set of data items, proceeding until the first
(best) cue that is able to sort out a set of the required cardinality, i.e., small enough to
be stored in the node’s opportunistic cache.
Precisely, we detail how the proposed solution works, following its description in
Algorithm 2. When a node meets another peer, they exchange the IDs of the items
they are carrying in their data caches. Items belonging to the node’s subscribed
channels are fetched and stored in the node’s SC (lines 2–6). After that, each node
considers all of the other data items available on the encountered node and those cur-
rently stored in the local OC (lines 7–9) and ranks this new set using an adaptation
of the Take-the-Best algorithm, as depicted in Figure 4. In particular, since cues of
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Algorithm 2 Modified Take-the-best Algorithm
1: Let S be a set of items received from another node;
2: for each s ∈ S do
3: if s.channel = subscribedChannel then
4: SC ∪ = s
5: end if
6: end for
7: Let S′ = S−SC
8: Let B be the OC storage capacity limit
9: Let I = S′ ∪ OC
10: Let recChItems = ∅
11: for each i ∈ I do
12: if i.channel is recognized then
13: recChItems ∪ = i
14: end if
15: end for
16: Let notSpreadItems = ∅
17: if recChItems.size > B then
18: for each r ∈ recChItems do
19: if r is not recognized then
20: notSpreadItems ∪ = r
21: end if
22: end for
23: if notSpreadItems.size > B then
24: Rank notSpreadItems in ascending order w.r.t the counters of its items
25: Select and keep in OC the first B objects of notSpreadItems
26: else
27: OC ∪ = notSpreadItems
28: end if
29: else
30: OC ∪ = recChItems
31: end if
Take-the-Best are looked at in order of validity, the first two cues we consider consist
of the recognition of channels and items, in that order. Their recognition is based on
the algorithm presented in Section 4.
The first cue is channel recognition. The node looks at the channels of the items to
be evaluated. The ones belonging to recognized channels are ranked higher than the
others and selected for the next steps (lines 10–15). By using channel recognition for
building the first consideration set, it can easily throw out entire classes of items, thus
potentially being a first, strong pruning rule. If the total size of the set of remaining
items is greater than B (the size of the node’s opportunistic cache), items are further
discriminated using the second cue (line 17). This is represented by the item recogni-
tion. In this case the recognition assumes a negative meaning. Recognized items are
ranked lower than the others, since they are considered to be already very spread in
the network. Hence they are no longer considered. The second consideration set is then
made of the items that are not recognized (lines 18–22). Even in this case, the algo-
rithm stops if there is enough space for the items that have not been discarded using
the first two clues.
Powerful, recognition-based rules may not be enough to obtain a sufficiently small
consideration set however. If further discriminations have to be carried out, the precise
value of the estimated availability of items is considered. In other words, new items
and the old ones in OC are considered together. The node looks at values of each item
diffusion stored in its IC cache. Less available items are ranked higher and stored,
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Fig. 4. Modified Take-the-Best algorithm. Items received from another node are merged with the actual OC
content, filtered with the channel and item recognitions and eventually ranked according to their recognition
level. Whenever one of these steps is able to select the best B items, they are selected to be kept in the
node’s OC.
while the others are dropped (lines 23–26). Note that estimated availability values
are the very same used by the item recognition process. Thus, these values are al-
ready stored by the node and do not require maintaining any additional information.
Moreover, since they come from the recognition process, they are derived from stimuli
coming from the environment. Hence, they are also part of the ecological process of in-
formation gathering carried on by a node. As for the original Take-the-Best Algorithm,
not all the steps are required, and the last (and more costly) one is run only on a sub-
set of the items. Clearly, this result depends on the recognition threshold setting: a low
Rc value and a high R value allow channels to be recognized very rapidly (the chan-
nel recognition is effective only initially), while items become recognized later (item
recognition is effective only when a significant amount of time has already passed). A
stricter filter is obtained the other way round (high Rc and low R). In the experiments
that we show in Section 6, we found that the first two steps are sufficient for filtering
the information in a proportion that ranges from 53% to 99% of the cases, depending
on the specific settings.
As an example, consider the situation presented in Figure 5. Two nodes, A and B,
exchange information upon meeting. In particular, the left side of the figure shows
the summary of data that A is passing to B. This summary includes all the shared
information carried by A, that is, stored in its SC, LI, and OC caches. On the right side
of the figure, node B is shown with the internal status of its CC and IC recognition
caches and the content of its OC cache. In this example, we suppose that OC has a
total of 3 available slots. The dotted lines in both CC and IC mark the separation
between recognized and unrecognized channels and items, respectively.
Starting to evaluate the received data summary, B applies the modified Take-the-
Best algorithm. It sees that the only recognized channels are Channels 3 and 4. The
items of the other channels (4 out of 7) are then discarded. The first consideration set
is formed by Items 3, 6, and 7. After that, the node looks into its IC cache and finds
that Item 7 is already recognized as being too spread. After throwing it away, B has
a second consideration set made of Items 3 and 6. After the two recognition steps, the
majority of items (5 over 7) contained in the summary given by A have been pruned.
The remaining items are merged with the content of OC, where Item 6 is already
present. They are all ranked according to the diffusion values contained in IC. Items
3, 8, and 9 are ranked higher than 6, which is dropped. B can then ask to fetch Item 3
(the only missing one) to node A.
The algorithm allowed B to work on the data summary only, allowing it to swiftly
decide which were the more relevant items to keep in consideration. The final result
is that only one item, considered as relevant, has to be passed from A to B, thus also
limiting the load due to the exchange of real data items.
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Fig. 5. Example of information exchange with the modified Take-the-Best Algorithm. The left side shows
the summary of the items in its data caches (IDs and related channnels) that node A is passing to node
B. On the right side, upon reception of the summary, node B will decide which items to fetch from A using
the Take-the-Best algorithm, considering the actual state of its OC and the channel and item recognition
levels in its CC and IC caches. Channels and items whose IDs are above the dotted lines are considered as
recognized.
6. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed solution, we conducted a series
of experiments in a simulatated scenario where we studied the transient state2 of our
proposed solution. In order to simulate real user movement patterns, nodes move ac-
cording to the HCMM model [Boldrini and Passarella 2010]. The HCMM model is a
mobility model that integrates temporal, social and spatial notions in order to obtain
an accurate representation of real user movements. In the simulation scenario, groups
represent set of users that have social and spatial relationships. The simulation area
is divided in cells of the same size and groups are initially assigned to different cells
(home cells) and any physical contact among groups is avoided. In other words, an
home cell is at least two cells away from any other home cell in the simulation area.
The only way to exchange and obtain data among groups is through node mobility.
Nodes can move in the cell of their group only, with the only exception of a set of few
nodes in each group, named travellers. Each traveller is allowed to visit just one of the
other groups. Hence, travellers are the bridge that allow the flow of information be-
tween different communities. This model well represents social communities, in which
people typically stay, with a few people commuting between different communities
due to different social relationships [Boldrini and Passarella 2010]. Specifically, in our
simulation setting, each group has one traveller for each of the other groups. To avoid
boundary effects, we always associate groups to home cells such that no two groups
are in nearby cells. The simulation area where nodes move is 1000m wide. In the first
of the following sets of experiments it is divided into a 4x4 grid, while in the rest of the
simulations it is divided into a 6x6 grid. In order to limit the number of parameters
involved in the simulations, and focus our study on the impact of the recognition-based
parameters, we assume that items in the CC and IC recognition caches never expire,
i.e. they have TTL = ∞.
In order to assert the validity of the proposed solution, we first give a compar-
ison of the system we designed with another, more traditional, data dissemination
2We start from an initial state and we study how the system evolves until it eventually stabilizes.
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Table I. Comparison Experimental Parameters
Parameter Value
Node speed Uniform in [1,1.86] m/s
Transmission range 20 m
Simulation Area 1000 x 1000 m
Number of cells 4x4
Number of Nodes 45
Number of Channels 3
Number of Items 297 (99 per channel)
Number of Groups 3
Number of travellers 6 (2 per group)
Simulation Time 50000s
scheme for opportunistic networks. In particular, we tested our system against Con-
tentPlace [Boldrini et al. 2010]. ContentPlace (described in more detail in Section 2)
approaches the problem of content dissemination in opportunistic networks trying to
achieve local optimal soultions for a distributed knap-sack problem, by inferring infor-
mation about the social relationships between users, and the resulting mobility pat-
terns. It has been shown to outperform a broad range of other solutions proposed in
the literature. In order to compare these two systems, we tested our solution under
the very same conditions proposed in the original ContentPlace paper, summarized in
Table I.
In the ContentPlace simulation scenario, nodes are grouped into 3 different com-
munities, each containing the same number of peers. The data items available in the
network are assigned to channels. There are 3 channels (as many as groups) with 99
items each (297 items in total). Items are uniformly distributed among nodes in the
network and are all generated at the start of the simulation. Each node subscribes
to one channel only at the beginning of the experiment. Node subscriptions are dis-
tributed according to a Zipf law (with parameter 1) within each group. Moreover, in-
terests are rotated, so that the most popular channel in one group is the second in
another and the third in the other, and so on. The results of this comparison are re-
ported in Figure 6. We computed the performance of the two systems at various time
instants from the start of simulations, using the hit rate as a performance figure. It
is defined as the mean of the per node hit rate, i.e. the ratio between the number of
retrieved objects of the node’s subscribed channel and the total amount of objects in
the channel. Results in the figure are obtained as the average result of 10 simulations,
obtained with the standard independent replication method [Law and Kelton 1991].
In order to ease the readability of the figures in all of the following results, confidence
intervals are not shown.
From these results, we can observe that the simulation setting with Rc = 2 and
R = 2 allows our recognition-based solution to perform almost the same as Content-
Place. Note that the values of the recognition thresholds (Rc = 2, R = 2) have con-
trasting effects. The lower a channel recognition threshold, the faster the associated
channel is recognized and its items start to circulate. On the other hand, the lower
an item recognition threshold, the faster items start to be recognized, and thus are
excluded from further replication in the network.
Having seen that a solution based on embedding cognitive heuristic schemes in mo-
bile devices is able to perform exactly like a more traditional and complex solution in
this field, we can check whether a recognition-based approach satisfies the basic prin-
ciples of heuristics: being fast and frugal. To this end, we show in Figure 7, the number
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Fig. 6. Recognition-based data dissemination vs. ContentPlace.
Fig. 7. Number of messages exchanged by recognition-based data dissemination and ContentPlace.
of messages exchanged in all the networks during the simulation by ContentPlace and
the best recognition solution presented in the previous figure.
It easy to see that, on average, ContentPlace exchanges twice the number of mes-
sages required by the system we designed. Moreover, Figure 8 plots the evolution of
the total number of exchanged items with the previous messages over time. Exchanged
items include both data summaries and data items.
Again, the number of items exchanged by all the nodes using the recognition heuris-
tic is less than half the items exchanged by ContentPlace.3
In the next experiment we focus our attention to the total volume of traffic generated
by the exchange of data items between nodes. In order to have a realistc estimation of
3Note that neither of the two systems implement possible strategies to further limit the number of ex-
changed messages in order to limit the associated energy consumption. Although very interesting, this would
add another dimension to the problem, which we will investigate in future work.
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Fig. 8. Number of items exchanged by recognition-based data dissemination and ContentPlace.
this quantity, we assume that the items of each channel have different sizes, taken in
accordance with the findings reported in Gros et al. [2012]. In particular, the authors
of Gros et al. [2012] studied the distribution of file sizes among a corpus of 633 mil-
lions of files publicly available on the Internet. In the following, we assume that the
files of each channel are images (the majority of files in the work of Gros et al., 64.8%
of the dataset) with sizes that vary from 95kB (the minum size considered by them)
up to 1MB. In this range,the file size distribution follows a Zipf distribution of param-
eter α = 2.09. Figure 9 (log-log scale) reports the comparison between ContentPlace
and our recognition-based solution. In this experiment, we use: (1) a configuration
where data items are uniformly distributed among groups; (2) a configuration where
the biggest channel files are in the group where the channel is the most popular, and
the lightweight files in the groups where it is the least popular one (MPH = Most Pop-
ular Heavyweight in the figure); (3) a configuration where the lightweight files are in
the group where their channel is the most popular one, and the heavyweight files in the
group where the corresponding channel is the least popular one (MPL = Most Popular
Lightweight in the figure). It is possible to note that, with all the configurations, Con-
tentPlace generates an initially greater amount of exchange traffic than Recognition,
since ContentPlace starts disseminating the data items almost immediately, while our
approach requires that channels must first be recognized. As time passes, the total size
of the exchanged data becomes more similar. When the two systems are in the phase
where the corresponding Hit Rate curves have their steepest growth, this amount of
exchanged data is very close. In order to better analyze this phase, we show inside
the figure, a zoom of the behaviour of the two systems in the time range between
100s and 1000s (linear scale on the y axis). It is possible to observe that, with the
uniform configuration, ContentPlace and Recognition have almost the same amount
of generated traffic at around 400s. With the MPL configuration, the ContentPlace
traffic is lower than that of the corresponding configuration of the recongition-based
solution from around 350s till to 500s. Before and after these intervals (and always
in the MPH case), all the configurations of ContentPlace produce a greater amount of
traffic than the proposed solution. In particular, when the systems approach the time
where the Hit Rate reaches it convergence point (Hit Rate = 1), achieved slightly after
1000s, as shown in Figure 6, the traffic generated by Recognition is lower than that of
ContentPlace, and then it increases more slowly, eventually stabilizing soon after the
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Fig. 9. Total size of the data items exchanged by recognition-based data dissemination and ContentPlace.
convergence of the Hit Rate. This is due to the fact that the greater the number of
recognized items, the less the amount of data fetched by one node from another. When
all SCs are full (Hit Rate = 1) and all the other items a node is not subscribed to
are regarded as recognized, the recognition-based algorithm no longer exchanges data
items. Nodes still exchange other kinds of messages, like data summaries, which re-
sults in an almost unnoticeable increase in the amount of total traffic in Figure 9 (due
to the log scale on the y axis). On the contrary, ContentPlace does not include a mech-
anism to stop exchanging items, leading to an increase of the size of the exchanged
data even after the Hit Rate has converged. Overall, this shows that Recognition is
more efficient both in terms of total number of exchanged messages (as per Figures 7
and 8) and in terms of total size of the generated traffic, for various configurations of
the initial allocation of data items to nodes (Figure 9).
These preliminary results indicate that a data dissemination scheme based upon
the recognition heuristic and the Take-the-Best algorithm can perform equally well
(in terms of Hit Rate) as another state-of-the-art solution but requires much less
overhead.
Starting from these findings, we now want to test the behaviour of the recognition-
based system in more challenging conditions. Since data items can reach interested
users in communities other than those where they are generated only through node
mobility, in order to highlight the effectiveness of the data dissemination algorithm
we want to study its performance in more complex scenarios, with more nodes and
channels. In the following experimental settings, summarized in Table II, there are
8 channels with 25 items each (200 items in total). As in the previous setting, the
items of each channel are uniformly generated inside all groups at the start of the
simulation. Also in this case, node interests follow a Zipf law with parameter 1 inside
each group, with the channel popularities rotated among all groups. Parameters are
changed to generate different scenarios and test the sensitiveness of the recognition-
based solution, as described in each of the following sections.
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Table II. Experimental Parameters
Parameter Value
Node speed Uniform in [1,1.86] m/s
Transmission range 20 m
Simulation Area 1000 x 1000 m
Number of cells 6x6
Number of Nodes from 200 to 600
Number of Channels 8
Number of Items 200 (25 per channel)
Number of Groups 8
Number of travellers 56 (7 per group)
Simulation Time 25000s
Fig. 10. Hit rate with variable network sizes, OC size = 10.
In the following graphs, average values and 95% confidence intervals, are computed
by conducting 10 simulations of each scenario with different random seeds. Each sim-
ulation runs for 25,000 seconds.
6.1. Homogeneous Scenario
We start by presenting results from the experiments conducted with the simulation
setting described in the previous section. This corresponds to a homogeneous scenario,
as all channels have the same number of subscribed users, although the proportion of
users subscribed to each channel varies across groups. In addition, all groups have one
traveller to another group. So each channel is exactly in the same overall condition.
In the following, figures are presented with a log scale on the x axis, unless otherwise
stated. Figures 10 and 11 show the temporal evolution of the hit rate with different
values of network size N, with OC size = 10 and 50, respectively. All the results are
obtained by fixing Rc = 2 and R = 2. Table III reports the final convergence time. The
convergence time is defined as the time at which the Hit Rate reaches a value above
0.995.
Both the evolution of the Hit Rate and the convergence time are influenced by the
time that elapsed between two successive encounters and the avarage time needed by
a traveller to get from one group to another. The first quantity influences the spreading
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Fig. 11. Hit rate with variable network size, OC size = 50.
Table III. Hit Rate Convergence Time for
Different OC and Network Sizes
Net. size
Convergence Time
OC size = 10 OC size = 50
200 2500 1000
300 3500 1500
400 3500 1500
500 6000 2000
600 6500 2000
of information within each community, while the second value impacts the flow of data
from one community to another. The first value depends on the community size, and
varies on average from 4.43 sec. (with 200 nodes) to 1.73 sec. (with 600 nodes). The
second value depends only on the placement of groups within the simulation area.
Since this data does not change, the mean time needed by a traveller to go from one
community to another is about 113 sec. for any configuration.
The first thing to note is that, with all the network sizes, the Hit Rate reaches 100%.
The convergence time clearly depends on the scenario, and ranges from 2000 s for an
OC with 50 slots to 6500 s for an OC with 10 slots. This is because in any configuration
the travellers need to spend sufficient time in their communities to figure out which
data items should be sent where. The other relevant fact to observe is that this conver-
gence speed is incremented by incrementing the Opportunistic Cache size. This is an
expected result, since a larger cache enables more items to be circulated among nodes.
These results highlight the impact of the OC and network sizes on the dissemina-
tion process. We now wish to give a more detailed view of the impact of the recogni-
tion threshold on data diffusion process. In particular, the convergence time is faster
in smaller networks. In fact, the smaller the network (and thus, each community),
the higher the time that elapses from one encounter to another. Since each node in a
community of a large network makes a high number of meetings, items become rec-
ognized more rapidly. Thus, they are not considered for inclusion in the OCs of those
groups, and as a consequence, it is more difficult for travellers to fetch and take them to
other communities, easing the information dissemination process. Figure 12 presents
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Fig. 12. Hit rate convergence time as a function of R for OC size = 10 and for 200 (a) and 600 (b) nodes.
Fig. 13. Hit rate convergence time as a function of R for OC size = 50 and for 200 (a) and 600 (b) nodes.
variation of the convergence time as a function of the value of R, with four values of
Rc (2, 10, 25, and 50) and OC size = 10, while Figure 13 presents the results obtained
with an OC size = 50 . Results related to a network with 200 nodes are reported in
Figures 12(a) and 13(a), while Figure 12(b) and Figure 13(b) show the results obtained
with 600 nodes. The numerical results of these subfigures are reported in Table IV (OC
size = 10) and Table V (OC size = 50), respectively.
Looking at these reults, it is easy to note that the convergence time curves have a
point of minimum. For all the tested values of Rc, when R = 10, for 200 nodes, and
R = 25, for 600 nodes, the information diffusion process is generally faster than with
other values of R. On the other hand, with R = 2 the system usually has its worst
convergence time. We can deduce that with the lowest value of R, items are recognized
too rapidly, and hence, have fewer chances to be exchanged between nodes using the
opportunistic mechanism. As a result, the final convergence time is higher.
On the other hand, a proper value of R (10 for 200 nodes, 25 for 600) allows the
system to achieve an optimal trade-off between the need to let items circulate and the
necessity of limiting the diffusion of already spread items. We can say that the results
show the existence of a value of R that maximizes the recognition validity of the item
recognition heuristic applied by the system. We can also deduce that this optimal value
varies according to the network size.
One other thing that we could intuitively expect is that, with higher values of Rc,
the information diffusion is slower. In fact, channels are recognized later, and as a
consequence, their items could be spread more slowly. Our results show that this is not
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Table IV. Hit Rate Convergence Time for OC Size = 10 and for 200 and 600 Nodes
Convergence Time
Net. size Rc R = 2 R = 10 R = 25 R = 50 R = 75 R = 100
200
2 2500 2000 2500 3000 3000 3500
10 12250 2000 2500 2500 3500 3500
25 15000 2500 3500 3500 3500 3500
50 17500 2500 3500 3500 3500 4500
600
2 6500 5000 3000 3500 4500 5500
10 17500 3500 3000 3500 5000 5500
25 19750 3500 3000 4000 5000 5000
50 25000 4000 3250 4500 5000 6000
Table V. Hit Rate Convergence Time for OC Size = 50 and for 200 and 600 Nodes
Convergence Time
Net. size Rc R = 2 R = 10 R = 25 R = 50 R = 75 R = 100
200
2 1000 900 1000 1000 1000 1250
10 1500 900 1000 1250 1250 1250
25 2000 1250 1250 1250 1500 1500
50 15000 2000 1750 1750 1750 1750
600
2 2000 1750 1750 1500 1400 1500
10 1750 1750 1750 1500 1400 1750
25 2000 1900 1750 1650 1600 1750
50 2500 2100 1750 1750 1750 1750
always the case, because the interplay between the two recognition thresholds could
lead to different outcomes. For example, let us focus on the case where OC is equal to
10 and the item recognition threshold R is 10. Results in Table IV show that, for small
networks, the lowest convergence time is achieved for the smallest value of Rc. This is
because channels are recognized earlier, and data items can start to circulate sooner.
On the other hand, for larger networks, higher values of Rc lead to better performance.
This is because in those cases, contact opportunities are higher, and higher values
of Rc allow data items to stay in the OC caches longer rather than being discarded
too sooner. Note that this difference in performance disappears for larger OC sizes
(see results in Table V). As a concluding remark from this initial set of results, we
note that, while the system based on cognitive heuristics proves to be effective and
brings data where they are needed, tuning its parameters is also important in order to
achieve optimal performance. Designing distributed learning mechanisms to drive the
system to the optimal operating point seems a very promising research direction for
future work.
6.2. Channels with Differing Popularities
In the following set of experiments, we want to study the behaviour of the proposed ap-
proach in a less homogeneous scenario. By keeping the other parameters unchanged,
in this context, the global channel subscriptions are assigned at random, to nodes ac-
cording to a Zipf distribution of parameter 1. Thus, the first channel is the most popu-
lar, while the eighth channel is the one with the least number of subscribed nodes. We
want to study how the final convergence times of channels with different popularities
are affected by the parameters of the cognitive-based solution we propose.
These results are of particular interest, since we wish to avoid being the system
saturated only with the content of the most popular channels, risking that the diffusion
of less popular channels gets stuck.
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Fig. 14. Hit rate convergence time as a function of R for OC size =10 and Rc = 10.
Fig. 15. Hit rate convergence time as a function of R for OC size = 50 and Rc = 10.
Results reported in Figure 14 show the converge time as a function of R for Rc = 10.
The figure shows the convergence times for the most and least popular channels with
networks made up of 200 and 600 nodes. The OC size is fixed at 10 slots. Figure 15
shows the results obtained when using an OC with 50 slots and keeping the other
parameters unchanged with respect to the previous experiment. Different values of Rc
do not change the trends shown in both the figures.
The first relevant thing to note is that convergence times for the most and least
popular channels tend to be very similar, or even the same, in all of the reported ex-
periments. Note that having the same convergence time does not imply that the slopes
of the corresponding Hit Rate curves are the same. As an example, Figure 16 shows
the Hit Rate curves for the most and least popular channels with Rc = 10,R = 10, and
with 10 slots in each OC (x axis has a linear scale).
The most popular channel has an initially faster diffusion and the gap with the least
popular channel initially tends to increase. When items of the most popular channel
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Fig. 16. Hit rate with item threshold = 10.
start to be sufficiently spread in the network, the system adaptively changes the prior-
ities for fetching items in each node’s OC. As a consequence, the dissemination of the
least popular channel is speeded up. As time passes, the gap between the two channels
decreases, and at the end, they converge at the same time. This adaptive behaviour of
the system can be observed with all of the parameters we used.
Another thing to note is that the system maintains a behaviour that is similar to the
one showed in the homogenous scenario. In fact, the convergence times generally have
a point of minimum. This behaviour is more evident with the lowest OC size, where the
minimum is reached at the same values of R as the homogenous case. A larger OC size
allows the system to speed up the convergence time for both the most and least pop-
ular channels. As for the convergence time, an OC of 50 slots is big enough to flatten
the differences between channel popularities and the impact of the item recognition
threshold.
The last observation under this scenario concerns the system behaviour when the
number of channels is increased. This context could be particularly challenging. In
fact, we report in Figure 17, the simulations conducted with 8, 16, and 24 channels
in a network of 200 nodes. Note that, in this scenario the least popular channels have
only 4 and 2 subscribed nodes with 16 and 24 channels, respectively. Thus, the nodes of
those channels have to strongly rely on the opportunistic data dissemination scheme
in order to achieve their hit rate convergence. In all the configurations of this sce-
nario, the total number of data items is fixed at 192. Thus, each channel has 24 (with 8
channels), 12 (16 channels), or 8 (24 channels) data items. As a result, when the num-
ber of channels increases, the content becomes more sparse, since it is divided among
more channels, making the data dissemination process even more difficult. Looking at
Figure 17, we can see that, when the number of channels increases, there is an initially
faster increase in the hit rate. This effect is similar to what is reported in Figure 16:
very popular channels are recognized faster and their items have a first or initially
rapid diffusion. Since with more channels, the least popular ones have very few sub-
scriptions, this effect is magnified. When the dissemination of the items of the most
popular channels slows down, the hit rate increases more slowly. The higher the num-
ber of channels, the more time is required to let all the channels achieve the highest Hit
Rate, and thus the overall hit rate convergence achieved in all of the configurations.
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Fig. 17. Hit rate for 200 nodes and different numbers of channels; B = 10, Rc = 2, and R = 25.
Fig. 18. Hit rate trends with a deactivation probability = 0.5 and various OC sizes for 200 (a) and 500 (b)
nodes.
6.3. Churning Nodes
We now explore how the system behaves under the more dynamic conditions of churn-
ing nodes. The overall settings of this scenario are homogenous, i.e. channels’ popu-
larities are rotated among groups and items are initially uniformly distributed among
communities. In this environment, every 5 seconds, each node has a probability of de-
activating. This means that, although it continues to move inside the simulation area,
it neither distributes nor receives any information to/from the other nodes, and it does
not delete the information collected so far. Deactivated nodes have a probability of
reactivating and rejoining the information dissemination process, starting from the
situation they had before deactivating.
In the following, we show results obtained with a deactivation probability of 0.5 and
a reactivation probability of 0.5. Thus on average, only half of the nodes are active.
In Figure 18 we show the results regarding the impact of the opportunistic cache size
in this scenario. The values of Rc and R are both set to 2. We can see that convergence
times are greatly delayed. This is expected, since only half of the nodes on avarage
are active. One thing to note is that the start of the diffusion process is delayed with
respect to a scenario with nonchurning nodes. The impact of churning nodes is more
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Fig. 19. Hit rate trends with a deactivation probability = 0.5 and varying Rc for 200 (a) and 500 (b) nodes.
Fig. 20. Hit rate trends with a deactivation probability = 0.5 and varying R for 200 (a) and 500 (b) nodes.
relevant when items are still replicated on few nodes of the network. As a result, the
initial diffusion of items is generally delayed. In accordance with the nodes’ behaviour,
the Hit Rate trends are more irregular. The size of the opportunistic cache seems to
give little advantage in the item diffusion process, with respect to the case without
churns, although, bigger OCs still perform slightly better.
With respect to the values of the channel recognition threshold, Figure 19 shows
the Hit Rate progression over time when changing this parameter. Note that with 200
nodes, the results exhibit more instability. This can be ascribed to the fact that a single
deactivating node counts proportionally more in a smaller network rather than in a
larger one. As expected, by fixing the value of R, lower values of the channel threshold
favor more rapid information diffusion. Differences are more evident with 200 nodes,
while for 500 nodes the advantage given by the channel recognition threshold holds
only initially, while when approaching the convergence point, different settings lead to
no particular differences.
Similar to the results of the previous figure, experiments on the item recognition
threshold, reported in Figure 20, show more instability in the trends of the hit rate
for 200 nodes, while for 500 nodes all parameters have less effect on the trend of
the hit rate. For both network sizes, the system preserves the same behaviour as the
homogeneous case. In fact, with a value of R = 2, performance is always worse than
those obtained with R = 25.
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Table VI. Hit Rate Trends for a Newly Injected Channel—200 Nodes,
OC Size = 10
Hit Rate
R Rc 1500s 2000s 2500s 3500s 5000s 7500s 10000s
2
2 0 0.396 0.856 0.970 0.979 0.983 1.0
25 0 0.476 0.886 0.955 0.994 0.999 1.0
25
2 0 0.489 0.834 0.920 0.949 0.958 1.0
25 0 0.359 0.805 0.876 0.949 0.962 1.0
Table VII. Hit Rate Trends for a Newly Injected Channel—600 Nodes,
OC Size = 10
Hit Rate
R Rc 5000s 5500s 6000s 7000s 7500s 8500s 10000s
2
2 0 0.424 0.825 0.983 0.989 0.992 1.0
25 0 0.403 0.791 0.985 0.987 0.995 1.0
25
2 0 0.428 0.898 0.997 0.999 1.0 1.0
25 0 0.245 0.660 0.976 0.991 1.0 1.0
6.4. Insertion of a New Channel
In the last set of experiments, we study the impact of suddenly introducing new items
associated to a new channel in the network. In order to perform this set of experiments
we assume that, at a given instant in time, a new channel appears in the network.
It has exactly the same number of objects as all the other channels and it takes a
randomly chosen degree of popularity. Moreover, it has the same popularity in all the
groups. Accordingly, a required number of (randomly chosen) nodes unsubscribe from
their previous channels and subscribe to the new one. Thus, they remove older items
from their SC caches, since they no longer correspond to the nodes’ subscriptions. At
this time, nodes check whether those items can enter the OC cache instead. Then, the
usual recognition-based information dissemination process starts to be applied to the
new channel and its items. In the experiments, the new channel is inserted when all
the others have reached, or are very close to reaching, convergence.
Tables VI and VII show the numerical results for 200 and 600 nodes respectively.
The new channel is inserted at time 1500 sec. for 200 nodes and at time 5000 sec. for
600 nodes. The results are obtained using an OC size of 10 slots, in association with
two different values for both the channel and the item recognition thresholds. Since all
the other channels are near their convergence, the diffusion of the items of the new one
can exploit almost all the available OCs, thus obtaining a very quick diffusion. Then,
the system shows very good reactivity to the sudden injection in it of new, previously
unseen items, associated with a newly created topic of interest.
7. CONCLUSIONS
In the CPW convergence scenario, devices will act as proxies of their users in a very
crowded information landscape. These devices will need efficient mechanisms to select
the most relevant information for their users and for a collaborative exchange of in-
formation. In this article, we proposed a new approach for trying to directly embed in
an ICT system, the rules and procedures for content selection applied by the human
brain. These rules are known as cognitive heuristics. Heuristics model how the human
brain assesses the relevance of information using only partial knowledge of the prob-
lem space and very limited resources. In this article we present how to exploit these
models (already established and coded in the cognitive psychology field) to drive data
dissemination processes in an opportunistic networking environment.
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In particular, we focus on one of the most simple and efficient cognitive heuristics,
the recognition heuristic. The recognition heuristic discriminates objects with respect
to a given criterion, without requiring the collection of all the information needed to ex-
actly compute the criterion. It assumes that recognized objects have higher value (with
respect to the criterion) than nonrecognized objects, and discriminate among them ac-
cordingly. We have shown how the recognition heuristic can be implemented in an op-
portunistic network. Then we have shown how nodes can efficiently combine multiple
instances of the recognition heuristic to assess the relevance of available data items,
thus deciding what to store and what to drop. This selection is based on a variation
of the Take-the-Best algorithm, also originally proposed in the cognitive psychology
literature.
Simulation results show that an information dissemination system based on cogni-
tive heuristics is able to achieve the same performance as a more complex, state-of-
the-art algorithm, while needing less than half of the resources. Moreover, we tested
our solution in other complex scenarios, with an increasing number of nodes in the
network. In a network where subscriptions to topics of interest are distributed un-
evenly among nodes, the system is able to balance the diffusion of the most and least
popular channels, leading them to converge at the same time. Other results show the
ability to adapt its behaviour and promptly react to the presence of churning nodes
and the sudden insertion of new channels. Results show that a correct tuning of the
heuristic parameters has to be evaluated in order to enable the system to achieve its
best performance.
In order to further explore the potential of this solution, key topics for future re-
search include the development of analytical models that enable formal understand-
ing of the impact and the interplay of the parameters. Moreover, we wish to investigate
how the proposed data dissemination works when additional context information (such
as social relationships between users) is exploited. Furthermore, it will also be inter-
esting to understand whether it is possible, in this context, to define an equivalent of
the cognitive “adaptive toolbox.” In particular, it could be interesting to know whether
other heuristics (beyond recognition) can be effectively applied to data dissemination
and how they can be exploited in conjunction with the recognition heuristic.
APPENDIX
A. COGNITIVE HEURISTICS
Heuristics are cognitive strategies that allow the brain to face complex problems where
the search for an optimal solution is too complex, requires too much time and informa-
tion, and is too computationally expensive to be computed. In contrast, heuristics are
able to deal with difficult problems by answering simpler ones. The cognitive approach
behind the study of heuristics is opposed to the study of human behavior as guided
by an unbounded rationality. The latter approaches consider that rational behaviour
can be modeled by assuming that a person is able to know all the alternatives and
all their consequences (with associated probabilities) related to a given problem. The
optimal solution of the problem can then be computed taking into account all these
variables by a complex (and time-consuming) calculation. The bounded rationality
[Goldstein and Gigerenzer 1996; Simon 1955, 1990] view, on the other hand, argues
that in real-world scenarios people act in the environment and take decisions under
limits of time, knowledge, and computational capabilities. From this perspective, in or-
der to come up with a solution, humans have to rely upon simpler yet effective decision
strategies.
Heuristics can be defined as the simple rules used by the brain for facing situa-
tions in which people have to act quickly, relying on partial knowledge of the problem
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variables. Moreover, the final utility evaluation criterion is typically not known and the
problem itself may be ill-defined in such a way that traditional logic and probability
theories are prevented from finding the optimal solution. Heuristics exploit naturally
available evolved capabilities of the mind, like vision and memory, in order to derive
simple judgement rules that allow the brain to deal with such situations. Heuristics
are fast and frugal [Gigerenzer 2004; Goldstein and Gigerenzer 1996]. They are fast
because the simplicity of their rules allows them to give a response in a very short time.
They are frugal, since they work by ignoring a large part of the available information.
Rather than a limitation, exploiting only a fraction of the information translates into
an advantage of heuristics when compared to more complex cognitive strategies. The
latter, in fact, may overfit existing data, i.e. when making predictions they use both
good data, useful for forecasting new events, and irrelevant, noisy information. As a
consequence, these methods are good in fitting all existing, known information, but be-
come less accurate when they predict new, unseen data. On the other hand, heuristics
rely only on small samples of the whole information. Counting on cognitive limits, such
as forgetting, they are more able to keep in consideration relevant data with respect to
more sophisticated cognitive models [Gigerenzer 2004].
Critics of the fast and frugal framework consider that cognitive heuristics can lead
to systematic errors and biases (e.g. Evans and Over [2010]). Advocates of the fast and
frugal model reply that they provide formal models that allow computing quantitative
results on the number of errors that cognitive heuristics can make. These results show
that in many situations, cognitive heuristics are more accurate, with less effort, than
more complex decision-making strategies [Marewski et al. 2010a].
Anyway, each heuristic is not an all-purpose set of rules that can be used to solve
almost any problem. Rather, heuristics form a sort of adaptive toolbox of the brain
[Gigerenzer 2008; Gigerenzer and Todd 1999; Marewski et al. 2010b]. Each heuristic
of such a toolbox is shaped to work for solving a single problem under specific envi-
ronmental conditions. The mind is able to select the most useful heuristic from its
adaptive toolbox, given the environmental context. One of the main topics of research
is to analyze in which environment a heuristic is able to perform well.
In the following, we give a brief description of some examples of cognitive heuristics.
The Tallying [Dawes 1979] heuristic uses m out of a total of M cues, in order to
discriminate among alternatives using an unknown criterion. In other words, when
comparing a set of alternatives, this heuristic makes use of a subset of m cues only,
i.e. it typically does not rely on all the available information of M possible cues. For
each alternative, it simply counts the number of favorable cues. The heuristic does not
give any special weight to any of the m chosen cues. It assumes they all have the same
relevance in determining the best option. The alternative with the highest number of
positive cues is then selected. In case there is a tie between two or more alternatives,
it looks to one more cue. In case no other cues are available, it guesses among the
remaining alternatives. Tallying has proved to perform the same or even better than
multiple regression models.
The equality heuristic, or the 1/N rule [DeMiguel et al. 2009], is a heuristic used to
allocate resources to a set of N possible alternatives. Using this heuristic, resources
are allocated uniformly across all alternatives, i.e. all alternatives have the same
weight. As an example, consider having to choose how to allocate money among a
set of N possible funds. Using this heuristic, money is equally allocated among all
funds. As a matter of fact, the equality heuristic has proven to be particularly ef-
fective in the financial asset allocation problem, outperforming optimal asset alloca-
tion models. More generally, it is effective when the set of alternatives is large, the
choice among them is subject to high predictive uncertainty, and the learning sample is
small.
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The fluency heuristic (Schooler and Hertwig [2005] building upon earlier notions
such as Jacoby and Brooks [1984], Whittlesea [1993]; see Marewski and Schooler
[2011] for the most recent version of the model specification and results on this heuris-
tic) assumes that, among two alternatives, the one that is recognized faster than the
other has a higher value with respect to the unknown evaluation criterion. This heuris-
tic is useful when the actor is able to retrieve (recognize) both alternatives from mem-
ory, but one is perceived as having been retrieved faster. Hence, people rely more easily
on the fluency heuristic when knowledge about alternatives is poor, since differences
in retrieval times tend to be more relevant in this case.
The default heuristic [Johnson and Goldstein 2003] deduces that, if a default exists,
and the adherence of the actor to it implies no actions, then the actor should do nothing
to change her status. This heuristic proves to be particularly relevant in the definition
of policies for specific problems. In particular, it has proved to be relevant in organ
donation policies, where an opt-out policy (nondonors have to explicitly declare their
status) turns out to be more effective than opt-in (donors have to register as such)
strategies.
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